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In the Appendix, and in its separate reprint the
Restitution et Tfouvclle Interpretation, &c, we have
M. Melon's extraordinary theory about the Hymn of
the Arval Brothers, known to most of us in
Mommsen's version. The writing is very bad, and
the text full of corruptions, to judge from the varia-
tions in the same phrase when repeated, and from
the misspellings in the previous part of the inscrip-
tion, which gives the minutes of the proceedings of
the Arval priesthood on May 29, 218 A.D. For ex-
ample cathedris is there spelt cathedius, and the un-
meaning word lumemulia appears a line or two above
the hymn :—ibe (sic) omn lumemulia cum, rapinis ac-
ceperunt et deas unguentaverunt et aedes clusae omnes
foris exierunt ibi sacerdotes clusi succincti libellis ac-
eeptis carmen descindentes (sic) tripodaverunt in verba
haec enos loses iuvate, &c. We know nothing of the
ceremonies referred to in the hymn, and most people
are agreed that under the circumstances a restoration
of the text is hopeless, although it is surprising in how
many books one sees the statement 'pleores=plures
is found in the Arval Hymn,' as if the reading were
a certainty. But we do know from a passage in
Ovid's Fasti v. 435 foil, the ceremonies of, the
worship of the Lemures. Accordingly M. Edon
has conceived the extraordinary idea of transforming
the unknown into a known quantity, the Arval
into a Lemural hymn. He reads Lemuralia for
lumemulia, and twists the text into what in ordinary
Latin would read—

0 nos, Lares, juvate ! His mihi luam fabis ; um-
bra, serpe, incurre iis! Jnde foras satur fuge,
Lemtir : limen sali ! (stabit aversim). Manes paterni,
adwlate! (cuncti). 01 nos, umbra, juvatol
Triumphs.

In his translation :—
0 Lares, soyez-nous favorables! Je paierai pour

moi avec ces fives. Ombre, glisse-toi, cours apres
elles ! Maintenant que tu en as assez, fuis hors de ce
lieu. Lemure ; saute le seul. (On s'arretera en
tournant le dos). Manes paternels, envolez-vous.
(Tous ensemble). 0 ombre, sois-nous favorable!
Triomphe!

How does he effect this violent transformation ?
He has recourse to Ribbeck's favourite recipe for
corrupt lines in Virgil, the theory of ' an archetype
written in cursive character.' The statuary, he says,
must have copied the hymn from one of the libelli
mentioned in the lines of the inscription quoted
above. The libellus was written in the same cursive
scrawl as we see on the walls of Pompeii, and he is
at pains to show how each word of the inscription
could be mistaken for the corresponding word in his
text when written in cursive.

Such a theory not unnaturally provoked a storm of
criticism, and M. Edon was called upon to answer
such questions as these :

How could his, fabis be written hi, fave 1 How
could the Arvalian priesthood tolerate the existence
of so mistaken an inscription in their temple ? How
can Marmar—Umbra 1 and so forth. He has ac-
cordingly written a second book to justify his theory,
the Nouvelle Etude sur le Chant Lemural, in which
these objections are met with an ingenuity worthy of
a better cause. Into his speculations we will not
follow him, but content ourselves with expressing
our opinion that the theory is not worth a moment's
consideration.—W. M. LINDSAY.

Die Bevolkerung der griechisch-rb'mischcn Welt. Von
Dr. Juxiirs BELOCH. (Leipzig, 1886,pp. 520). 11 Mk.

THE subject of population in antiquity has never re-
ceived more thorough and scientific treatment than

in this work. It contains an attempt to collect and
criticize all the available materials, and to deduce re-
sults from them in accordance with physical and
economic laws. The book falls naturally into two
parts ; the first two chapters discuss the nature of the
evidence which has come down to us, and the method
in which it must be employed, while the bulk of the
book is occupied with the application of the prin-
ciples so established to the different states in detail.

Little fresh material has been brought to light; the
data, with which Dr. Beloch works, differ little from
those used by Bockh and his successors, but the con-
clusions drawn by him show the widest divergence
from those of former historians. In almost every
case numbers hitherto accepted have been greatly
reduced. Apart from the interpretation of the
original authorities, the most important cause of this
divergence lies in the different theories held as to the
proportion existing between the adult men and the
whole body of men, women, and children. For our
information as to the population of the various states
is usually limited to the number of adult male citizens
(as in the Roman census of the republican period), or
of men liable to military service. To ascertain,
therefore, the total population, we must first establish
or assume what proportion these classes bear to the
rest; and here the widest differences of opinion exist.
Bockh, following Sainte Croix, thought that the re-
lation of free men to the total free population was as
1 to 4J ; Dr. Beloch thinks the proportion of 1 to 3
approximate as an average for all ancient states, and
quotes in support the analogy of the different
European countries to-day, where the children under
seventeen form about thirty-seven per cent of the
total, while he supposes that they were not more than
thirty-three per cent in antiquity. The importance
of this question cannot be overrated, as the estimate
of Bockh would make the population half as much
again as that of Dr. Beloch. On this account it is
to be regretted that the latter author has only devoted
a fewpages to the discussion of the subject, assuming
almost without argument that the rate of increase
was always less than the present European average.
He further assumes the same proportion to exist at
different places and periods, in which the circum-
stances must have varied considerably. For example
he calculates the population of Attica in 432, when
it was at its highest, on the same basis as in 309
when it was much lower, and had come to a stand-
still.

One or two instances in which Dr. Beloch's in-
vestigations have led to important reductions may be
mentioned. He regards the number of slaves in
Attica in 309 quoted by Athenseus as impossible, and
after an examination of the value of property at the
time, of the amount of corn produced and imported,
and the statements as to the slaves owned by the rich,
argues that 100,000 is a much more probable number
than 400,000. Again, he reduces the population of
Italy under Augustus, which has been estimated at
seventeen millions to about five and a half millions. He
holds that the census of Augustus included the total
citizen population, not merely the adult citizens ; and
bases his conclusion on a comparison of this census
with the last census of the Republic.

The causes of the decline in population, which set
in both in Greece and Italy in the second century
before Christ are only suggested ; and as this subject
is of the greatest interest to the general student of
history, it may be hoped that the researches which
Dr. Beloch is undertaking for his next volume, may
enable him to treat the question more satisfactorily.

The chief value, of the book consists in its de-
structive criticism. Considerations of physical
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possibility, such as the amount of corn required to
support existence, the density of population in pro-
portion to area, together with more direct arguments
are often sufficient to disprove the excessive estimates
of former writers. But from the nature of the case,
positive conclusions drawn from scantywnaterials and
a priori considerations must be in great part hypo-
thetical. Dr. Beloch repeatedly warns us against
regarding his results as anything more than approxi-
mations to the truth.—L. WHIBLBT.

Vormundschaft nach Attischem liecht. By DR. 0.
SCHTJLTHESS. Freiburg-i-B. 1886. 6 Mk.

DR. SCHULTHESS divides the subject of ' Guardian-
ship according to Attic Law' into seven sections, each
of which he treats in a separate chapter : the Archon
as state protector of orphans and the op(pavo<pi\aKes
in Xen. de red. 2, 7 etc—state help given to the
orphans of those killed in war—names («r(Tf>oiros and
icvpios) and qualifications of a guardian—different
kinds of guardians {testamentarii, legitimi, dativi)
and their appointment, and in an appendix the wpiSixos
in Sparta—duties of a guardian—time and mode of the
orphan's release from guardianship—litigation which
might arise out of guardianship (elffayyeAia xaicdffetos,
tpatris fiiffddtreajs O^KOV, and bitty) eirtrpoirfjs). In an
eighth chapter he enumerates the speeches delivered
in such actions. Dr. Schulthess has collected care-
fully the various passages in Greek authors bearing
on his subject and discusses fully the opinions held
by modern writers on the different questions involved.
The material here collected is complete and eannot
but prove very useful to scholars, but they will pro-
bably prefer in some cases to draw their own conclu-
sions from the information here supplied. In a
nnmber of cases I have been unable to follow the
reasoning which has led Dr. Schulthess to adopt one
rather than another of the conflicting views held by
modern scholars ; for instance, I cannot but agree
with Lipsius in thinking that airoicfipv£is was not an
Athenian institution (p. 41) and that money belong-
ing to a minor might be lent on vavruchs T6KOS as well
as on tyyeios T6KOS (p. 124); Thonissen seems justi-
fied in concluding from Lysias vii, 37 that the
accuser in such a law-suit was axivSwos (p. 198. n.) ;
and I am inclined too to believe, with Philippi, that
there was a second eisegesis to the phrateres (p. 38),
of course merely as a religious ceremony (for the civil
act took place before the demotae), a survival of the
ancient Aryan custom (cf. Leist, Graeco-ital. Mechts-
gcsch. p. 68, see also the meaning of dreihaarig in old
German Law, in Zeitnehr. f. d. Attcrt. 1886 p. 352).
From C. I. A. ii, 8416 it is clear that Kovoeiov and
pelov are not the same, as was generally believed on
the strength of the Etym. M. ; this fact throws a new
light on Poll, viii, 107 tppiropes . . . KO! eis TI\IKIO.V
icpoe\06vTo>v iv TTJ KaKovpevri Kovp€<eri5i ^uep:c vvip fiev
TUV appivuv i-b Kovpeiov tOuov, iirep Be rav Br)\(iay T V
ya/imKlav. The latter part of this passage is of course
wrong, Pollux himself giving the correct definition of
yaftii\la in iii, 42, but the first half seems to me to
support Philippi's view. This is surely one more
instance where Pollux has been proved by later finds
to contain correct information; e.g. every one cast
doubt on viii, 93 elaayuyeh apxv* KXntpar^s ivo/ia
and 101 oi rots ^uju^pot/s Sf/ca? *l<r<iyovTes, until Koehler
found their name in an inscription (C. I. A. i No. 37);
no one believed in the correctness of viii, 52 8TI S'S
el<rayye(\a$ Ka\ ovx tX&v aty/Mos 1\v, 'YireplSris eV T#
virip Avx6<t>povos, until the papyrus proved it. To
return however to Dr. Schulthess, the reader will pro-
bably not find eis &v$pas reAeiV (p. 27, n. 2) ' an unin-
telligible ' expression, and may possibly agree with

me that the statement rbv &iraifia firi trrpaT^etV
(42. n). is more likely to have taken its rise from
Dinarchus i, 71 : Ka\ robs iitv v6povs irpoxiyeiv ry
pflTopi Kal T $ (TTpaTT)y$. . . . Trcu5o7roie?<r0<u Kara TOVS
v6/ious etc, than in the imagination of the scholiasts.
These however are small matters, respecting which
difference of opinion may well exist; what seems to
me the main fault of the book, and one by which its use-
fulness cannot but be seriously impaired, is its want
of precision and clearness on only too many points.
Thus Dr. Schultness says on p. 199: ' I t is evident that
the elirayyeKla Kaxdaeais could not but be TIJUTJT^ (cf.
Att. Proc.2 p. 227, 359)', and in a note to the former
reference he remarks : ' Lipsius ought not to mention
only the eisangelia against arbitrators as TI/«JT^, for
the same was certainly the case with the eisangelia
for the benefit of orphans.' But this is exactly what
Lipsius does say, his words being (on the last line of
p. 226) ; ' die beiden letzten (kinds of elaayyeXia scil.
Ka.Kiiaea>s and against arbitrators) waren gewiss
schlechthin schatzbar.' The note goes on ' Lipsius
i l i k i ( 231) i t i i ig
i s l i k e w i s e w r o n g ( p . 2 3 1 ) i n m e n t i o n i n g a y p p i
KaK&oea>s amongst the ypa<paX Ttprrral, since it is an
eloayyeXia Kamiatics and there never was a ypafii
Kaictiaeas.' On p. 358 Lipsius observes 'Es ist
schwerlich zufallig, dass uns fur KaKwats der Eltern
durch ihre Kinder kein Beispiel von Eisangelie iiber-
liefert ist. . . es war dann dor Weg der Schriftklage
einzuschlagen' etc. This Dr. Schulthess declares (p.
206) he cannot understand ; ' how' he exclaims,
' should this ypatpf) be different from the eia-ayyeKia ?
Probably in this, that the parents on not receiving
one-fifth of the votes had to pay a fine of 1,000
drachmae. But how should they think of choosing
that action, when the other existed by its side ?'
Where is the evidence for this latter assertion ? The
reader will probably think with me that Lipsius, in
the absence of all evidence, is perfectly justified in
not speaking of an elaayychia KaKiiireas yoviav,
especially as he also establishes a difference in the
punishment of the offender: those found guilty of
KciKaxris yovewv lost their civil rights (p. 360); having
thus given his reasons for believing in the existence
of a yp<up)i KaK<i<r€u>s, he was right in mentioning it
on p. 231. It would be easy to multiply instances of
such loose reasoning, see p. 74 on the tutores dativi,
p. 223 on the private arbitrators, etc. Of course Dr.
Schulthess knows that Demosthenes had only a sister,
and that Demon was his father's brother ; he says on p.
54 : am nachsten ware dem Vater Demosthenes sein
Bruder Demon gestanden, but on the previous page,
probably set wrong by T§ /lev—Ty S4 in Dem. xxvii, 4
he speaks of Demophon as a son of Demon who had
married the sister of the elder Demosthenes, and of
Aphobus as the son of a brother of the elder Demo-
sthenes ; and on p. 77 we find : Demosthenes und seine
Geschwister. Or is Geschwister a provincialism
for Schwester ? there are several such in the book, on
p. 6 n. 2 erhaltlich, p. 145 im Tun sein, p. 151 Zinscn
erzeigen, p. 184 Kechnung stellen, p. 188 die Pflicht
der Vormundschaft iiberbinden etc ; at any rate the
expression is misleading. The book is not free from
confusing misprints, such as virepfioXTJs for vvoffoXijs
(p. 100, n.), Gatten for Garten (p. 119, n. 1).

HERMAN HAGER.

Le Droit public Roniain, par Th. MOMMSEN ; traduit
sur la 2me edition allemande, par P. F. GlRARD.
Vol. I. Paris. Thorin. 10 fr.

THIS is the first instalment of a translation of the
whole of Mommsen and Marquardt's 'Handbuch,'
undertaken by eminent French savants under the
direction of M. G. Humbert. It contains the first


